
0.32-second take out :
The fastest robot in its class

0.27-second take out :

Super High-Speed Take-out Robot
HSA series



CAE(Computer-Aided Engineering)

Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers
Technology Award Winner

To answer this riddle, Yushin employed the process of 
Design Optimization to determine the ideal robot design.De-
sign Optimizations is what Yushin calls the practice of apply-
ing CAE(Computer-Aided Engineering) to seek the most 
theoretically optimal form for a robot based on its mechanism 
and motions, rather than relying solely on designer experi-
ence and its inherent tendencies. Recently, this new 
approach has been used in order to design lighter weight and 
higher reliability into cars and aircraft. it is remarkable to see 
that in many cases, optimized designs resemble natural 
structures such as trees and plants. The HSA robot delivers 
speed and stability at levels beyond those of its traditional-
ly-designed predecessors, and we at Yushin believe it will 
herald in a whole new generation of take-out robots.

The JSME presented the i r  prest ig ious 
Technology Award in 2011 to Yushin’ s project 
to use structural optimization technology to 
develop a take-out robot for high-performance 
injection molding machines.

Why is a massive, several hundred kilogram robot 
needed to take-out a molded part that weighs just 
a few hundred grams?
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The Pursuit of World-Class Speed demanded Lighter
Weight, a Slimmer Frame, and Smoother Motion.

Speedy

By employing the Design Optimization process, 

Yushin reduced robot weight by 13%* and the HSA 

performed at the world-class take-out time of 0.27 

sec during live molding. That speed is 25% faster 

than previous models.

Slim Stable
Arm Flutter Tamed by Vibration
Control Technology

Smart
Large 10.4in. Touchscreen Controller
Designed for Ease-of-Use

Sturdy
Handle with Confidence:Controller
Stands Up to Harsh Conditions

Saving
Compressed Air Usage Cut by Up
to 75%* for Greener Operation

Lightweight, Optimized Design for 
High-Speed Operation

Yushin applied design optimization to the robot 

arm’s wrist flip unit (the arm end which enters the 

mold) to make it 38%* slimmer. The thinner arm 

allows operators to shorten mold openings by up to 

41mm, which helps accelerate the molding cycle.

Slimmer, Optimally-Designed Arm
Fits Through Narrower Mold Openings

Yushin engineers integrated vibration-proofing 

technology throughout the robot, reinforced the arm 

with CFRP (carbon fiber reinforced plastic) for 

superior vibration-damping properties, and 

employed design optimization on the end-of-arm 

tool.

Custom-designed for the HSA robot, the E-touch ll-K 

controller offers easy, icon-based touch controls. 

Standard-equipped Lead Through Teaching function 

allows operators to add and modify positions and 

timers with ease. The smaller E-touch Compact ll 

controller is also available as an alternate.

Rubber shock guards encase each side to protect 

the controller. The E-touch ll-K received an IP44** 

international rating for moisture resistance.

The HSA comes standard-equipped with one 

ECO-Vacuum® (PAT.) part suction circuit,which 

greatly reduces air usage for lower electricity bills, 

lower equipment expenses, and greater conserva-

tion of resources.

Lead Through Teaching

Measurements above are relative to previous comparable Yushin model.

Only E-touch ll-K

*

**

4 5

The Kshow, one of the world’s largest plastics and rubber 
tradeshows, is held every 3 years in Germany.

(Photo : Yushin booth)

0.27 sec take-out time recorded in actual 
molding at Kshow
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